
For over 130 years, California Hospital Medical Center (CHMC) has been a key part of the life, health and pulse of Los 
Angeles, proudly serving its people – including the most vulnerable in our community – with our mission of 
humankindness and transformational community health.  We’re reaching out to those who share our vision of a healthy 
Los Angeles, where everyone has equal access to high-quality medical and wellness services.  
 
The CHMC Foundation is hiring a Manager of Philanthropy who will have the unique opportunity to help us in support of 
a $215 million hospital expansion and modernization project. The Manager serves as a member of the Foundation 
development staff and is responsible for growing and maintaining a comprehensive major campaign gifts program 
focused on attracting gifts in excess of $10,000. The person in this position is expected to build strong relationships with 
major giving donors and prospects and actively develop a major giving pipeline of larger gifts and increased revenue. The 
ideal candidate will have demonstrated experience with building a portfolio of major gift donor prospects through 
research and targeted outreach to both cold and warm leads, or comparable experience in sales or a similar field. A track 
record of success in managing donor prospects from identification and qualification through cultivation, solicitation, and 
stewardship using a moves management process is essential.  
 
The Manager will articulate the mission and case for support of California Hospital Medical Center and its campus 
expansion project, and is adept at navigating and strengthening complex relationships with a diverse group of donors, 
potential donors, high-level volunteers and hospital leaders, including physicians and corporate executives. We are 
looking for a skilled public speaker and networker who is comfortable being out in the community building new ties with 
individual, foundation, and corporate donors.  
 
With a high performing staff and dedicated Board of Directors engaged in a variety of development activities, the 
California Hospital Medical Center Foundation consistently takes high honors within the Dignity Health system. We’d 
love to have you join our team! 

 
Job duties include donor cultivation activities, preparing campaign presentations, conducting hospital tours, managing 
campaign committee duties and prospecting. 

Minimum of three (3) years of not-for-profit fundraising and development experience. 

Demonstrated experience with building a portfolio of major gift donor prospects through research and targeted 
outreach to both cold and warm leads, or comparable experience in sales or other field.   

Track record of success in managing donor prospects from identification and qualification through cultivation, 
solicitation, and stewardship using a moves management process.  

Ability to articulate the mission and case for support of California Hospital Medical Center and its campus expansion 
project, and adept at navigating and strengthening complex relationships with a diverse group of donors, potential 
donors, high-level volunteers and hospital leaders, including physicians and corporate executives.   

Skilled public speaker and networker who is comfortable being out in the community building new ties with individual, 
foundation, and corporate donors.   

Excellent communicator (both written and oral).  Fluent in MS Office suite.   
 
Familiarity with Blackbaud CRM helpful.  
 
Knowledge of downtown Los Angeles community a plus 
 
Please see full job description and apply using the link below:  
https://careers-dignityhealth.icims.com/jobs/79739/manager-of-philanthropy---major-campaign-gifts/job 

 


